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Banks and financial institutions build their brands on trust. Both, employees and
customers engage in numerous transactions and activities at the bank premises and
customers seek integrity in all aspects of their banking experience – including cleanliness,
sanitation, hygiene, and appearance of the facility. Ever since the pandemic, it has become
increasingly important to establish a framework with specific cleaning operations and audit
system that ensure consistent results with enhanced cleaning and disinfecting practices.
Today, consumers have countless banking options, and they still want some in-person
interactions — despite uncertainty surrounding the reopening phase of the pandemic.
Making them feel safe and comfortable will be paramount for branches everywhere.
We’ve all had the uncomfortable experience of walking into an establishment that smells
unpleasant, looks like the carpets haven’t been cleaned in years, and seems poorly lit. No
bank can afford to exhibit any of those unwelcoming characteristics, especially with
industry competition at an all-time high.







Diversified Maintenance has extensive experience as a full-service facilities maintenance
service partner across 4000 bank and financial institution locations nationwide. Our
technologically-advanced equipment, cleaning and maintenance programs are tailored to
deliver seamless services and unparalleled quality standards through industry-specific
employee training programs and award-winning safety standards.
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Diversified’s state of the art sweeper and scrubber robots can provide the highest quality of
industrial or commercial floor cleaning fully autonomously - no operator required! They
can be programmed to perform a full range of specialized tasks before returning to the
docking station to re-charge.
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Diversified’s high-speed autoscrubbing system is perfect for wide-area hard surface areas
like hallways, cafeterias, warehouses, fitness areas and more. Extreme soil removal
technology combined with a unique approach to recycling water uses up to 75% less water
while reducing chemical usage by 66% or more, saving you money starting day one.
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Diversified’s autonomous disinfecting robots utilize touchless sterilization innovation that
dispenses an EPA-registered all-natural, non-toxic disinfecting solution mist. This
electrostatically-charged disinfectant eliminates viruses and bacteria on surfaces and areas
missed by manual cleaning or UV light methods.
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